Supporting information
localization tags will be closer in "ontological distance" than two proteins that are not.
The "ontological distance" is then normalized by the number of tags resulting in a final value between 0 and 1. We choose to represent the full interactome as a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network. Each protein is a node of the PPI, the color of the node is depending on its relative expression in the dataset, a gradient ranging from blue -for protein fully down-regulated -to red -for fully up-regulated -was used. The "ontological distance" between proteins is used to define the presence and width of a connecting edge between protein pairs. Table S1 . Proteins identified in culture medium without fungal growth. The search was made using the same parameters described in Material and Methods section. To perform this analysis around 20 times the starting material was used (as used in our samples for the secretome) as we could not detect protein with BCA. Obs: none of these proteins were detected in the secretome. Therefore, we can eliminate the medium as a source of contamination. 
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